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Salary management is a very important tool for the human resources 
management. It is an effective solution to the "brain drain". Proper salary 
management can effectively save the manpower cost and arouse the enthusiasm of 
the staff in enterprise. The result is reaching a state of harmony and efficiency. 
Therefore, in the modern enterprise management, it is very important of building an 
efficient, accurate, transparent salary management system.The enterprise staffs’ 
income increases as well as the number be taxed . But the tax laws and policy are 
complicated and changing rapidly, and enterprise staffs have little knowledge of the 
personal income tax. The problems and shortcomings of the traditional enterprise 
wage management system, such as the function, data security, and report processing, 
this study is based on the characteristics of the enterprise's own wages management 
business process, and combined with the salary system of a company and wages. 
This paper addresses the importance, significance and feasibility of building 
the salary and joint tax management system for enterprise. It analyzes the present 
situation of salary management and all sorts of malpractices and deficiencies in the 
process of personal income tax management. We use J2EE and database techniques 
to develop, combining with SSH (Spring+Struts+Hibernate) framework, and realize 
the Salary and joint tax management system. The system has the function of 
modifying the wage standard, the setting of individual compensation information 
and revision. It can generate and print the payroll monthly. It can define many tax 
methods, such as single tax with individual salary, individual wages of one month 
combined with labor remuneration, income except with salary, accumulative taxing 
and so on . The system can all free to define various income items, including class 
fee, work overtime, bonus and so on, and according to different types of income the 
system can automatically calculate the tax. It can print formal tax files for the bank, 
and it also can print informal for individual query. So the system provides a 
readable way for staffs. The system can leave traces in all the taxing progress as 
















security of data, different users have different permissions to prevent data loss. 
Andif also realizes data backup, restore and clearance of the data. 
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